INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is thought to be an autoimmune, neurodegenerative and demyelinating disease of central nervous system, which predominantly affects females between ages of 20 and 40 years and is amongst neurological disorders with high-rate of morbidity.

Some evidences have demonstrated the concurrence of MS with central nervous system tumors such as gliomas and also higher prevalence of malignant brain neoplasms in MS patients compared to the general population.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\]

Meningiomas are intracranial tumors which originate from arachnoid cap cells, and are mostly seen in females and older ages.\[[@ref4]\] Some studies reported meningiomas in MS patients in which in a few cases meningioma growth were related to interferon-beta therapy.\[[@ref2][@ref5][@ref6][@ref7][@ref8][@ref9]\]

Unlike other studies here we report a patient with meningioma who developed MS 2 years after the diagnosis of meningioma; and discuss the potential relationship between MS and meningioma with a review of current literature.

CASE REPORT {#sec1-2}
===========

A 43-year-old woman was admitted to hospital 2 years ago complaining of progressive generalized headache and bilateral blurred vision, with no history of hemiparesis or seizure. Her past medical and familial history was unremarkable for any neurological disorders or other disease. General clinical assessment was within normal limits. Laboratory exams were also found to be normal. Neurological exam, including visual field and ophthalmoscopy was within normal limits; on her magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of brain a tumor in optic chiasm was observed.

The mass was restricted and surgically removed. Histological examination revealed meningothelial meningioma, and a diagnosis of meningioma was confirmed. Patient underwent 28 session of radiotherapy and 15 months after the last session of radiotherapy there was no sign of meningioma.

Nine months after the last session of radiotherapy she was referred to the clinic complaining of blurring vision in the right eye. General clinical assessment was normal. Neurological examination revealed visual acuity of 20/200 in right eye, increased deep tendon reflexes (3+) and also bilateral extensor plantar reflexes. The remaining neurological examination and fundoscopy was normal. On her MRI, radiological finding showed multiple lesions in periventricular, centrum semiovale and corpus callosum \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] in which it showed compatibility with a diagnosis of MS according to 2005 MC Donald\'s criteria.

Drug therapy for MS with beta-interferon 1a (Avonex) was begun.

![Multiple lesions in periventricular, centrum semiovale and corpus callosum in magnetic resonance imaging of the patient](JRMS-18-93-g001){#F1}

DISCUSSION {#sec1-3}
==========

Amongst the primary non-glial intracranial tumors, meningiomas are the most common with 20% of all intracranial tumors in men and 38% in women. Smoking, allergy and some genes are thought to play a role in susceptibility to meningioma.\[[@ref10][@ref11]\]

Radiation therapies are commonly used for malignant or metastatic brain tumors for curative and palliative use. Early delayed radiation induced neurotoxicity which occurs 6-12 week after radiation leads to reversible damages however, the late delayed radiation-induced neurotoxicity is the more severe and irreversible consequence in which it includes both parenchymal and vascular damage.\[[@ref12][@ref13]\]

Nine months after the last session of radiotherapy for meningioma our patient was diagnosed with MS. These results may be due to the role of radiotherapy in damaging blood brain barrier and causing the interaction between immune and central nervous system antigen with white matter, which lead to production of demyelination plaque.

In line with our findings is the case of a patient with clinically quiescent MS who underwent radiotherapy for parotid carcinoma in which it caused exacerbation of symptoms and the newly hyper intensive regions on MRI correspond to regions that are defined by the 50% isodose radiation field.\[[@ref14]\] Also, another case of exacerbation of quiescent MS was observed after radiotherapy for glomusjugulare tumor with plaque confined to radiation field.\[[@ref15]\] On animals models the radiation-induced demyelination has been reported. A study conducted on radiated rats demonstrated neurological signs and perivascular cellular infiltration of experimental allergic encephalomyelitis.\[[@ref16]\] These results can be due to the reported development of disseminated plaques of demyelination which is seen after radiotherapy.\[[@ref15]\] However, similar lesions can be seen in MS patients because of underlying pre-disposition to demyelination.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-4}
==========

Here we have reported the case of MS development after patient underwent radiotherapy for the diagnosed meningioma. These results might be due to the effect of radiation on blood brain barrier and the interaction between immune system antigens and whit matter and the production of demyelination plaques. Our findings contribute to the fact that conventional doses of radiation might trigger central nervous system autoimmunity.
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